[Effects of stimulating some dorsohypothalamic nuclei on the firing activity of bulbar respiratory neurons during hypoxia].
To specify the respiration regulating function of the dorsal hypothalamus, response of the firing activity of neurons in the bulbar respiration center (BRC) and external respiration to stimulation of some dorsohypothalamic nuclei in rats with different levels of the functional activity was studied. Functional hyper- or hypoactivity was modeled in a laboratory pressure chamber. In the normal functional condition, i.e. at the standard atmospheric pressure (normoxia) and in low-oxygen atmosphere stimulation of the nuclei mainly led to activation of both external respiration and background electrical activity of BRC neurons. Slight reduction of inspired oxygen to simulate "ascent" to 4000-5000 m increased the neuronal activity in terms of the firing rate. In the situation, the moderating effect of hypothalamic nuclei stimulation was less evident than in normoxia, although it overrode its inhibitory action. As atmospheric oxygen continued going down to levels imitating the altitude of 7500-8000 m, the rats' functional activity was getting low which could not but affect neuronal firing. The firing rate decreased noticeably; yet, the facilitatory effect of hypothalamic nuclei stimulation was still present. After the return of animals to the normal atmospheric pressure, both the spontaneous rhythm of neuronal firing and reaction to stimulation gradually recovered their initial patterns.